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Asymptotic Joint Distribution of the Largest Roots 
of Several Multivariate F Matrices 
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Communicated by A. T. James 
An asymptotic expansion of the joint distribution of k largest characteristic 
roots C#S&‘), i = I,..., k, is given, where &‘s and S, are independent 
Wishart matrices with common covariance matrix C. The modified second- 
approximation procedure to the upper percentage points of the maximum of 
C$$S+S;‘), i = l,..., k, is also considered. The evaluation of the expansion is 
based on the idea for studentization due to Welch and James with the use of 
differential operators and of the perturbation procedure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Vi = m& , i = l,..., K and V, = nS, be k + 1 p x p Wishart matrices 
with m, , i = I,..., k and n degrees of freedom respectively and covariance 
matrix Z which is p x p and positive definite. Denote the largest root of the 
ith determinantal equation 
I St- c’%, 1 = 0 (i = l,..., k), (1.1) 
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i.e., the largest characteristic root of S&’ by c$(S&~). We assume that 
mi 3 p and 11 3 p, so that VI’s and V, have nonsingular (central) Wishart 
distributions. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the evaluation of joint distribution 
function 
qc, , c, *--.7 cJ = Pr{ck)(S,S;l) < cr ,..., c!$(S,S;l) < Ckl (1.2) 
and of the upper percentage points of 
C MM = ,~~k[~~(~&l>l. (1.3) 
S, is assumed to be independent of Si , i = I ,..., k, and moreover we assume in 
this paper that S’s are independent of each other. Some general cases where S’s 
are correlated in a certain manner will be treated in Part II later. 
A motivation of this problem is explained in Section 2, in which we consider 
simultaneous confidence bounds on multiple comparisons among s regression 
matrices and simultaneous MANOVA tests. 
Exact evaluations of P(c, ,..., ck) and the distribution of C,, are very com- 
plicated and seems to be untractable. So we shall discuss in this paper a method 
by which we obtain asymptotic expansion formulas for them by applying the idea 
for studentization due to Welch [13] and J ames [3]. In the course of computation, 
we need to evaluate various derivatives of 
F(S,) = Pr{c$(S,S;l) < ci ,..., c!$)(S,S;~) d ck I s, fixed) 
with respect to elements of S, at S, = C. To do so we use the idea of perturba- 
tion, that is, we obtain them by computing coefficients in the expansion of 
Pr{cE(S (C 1 + e)-‘) < c 1 ,..., c~ys,(c + e)-' < clc> (1.4) 
in power series of elements of Q, where B is a p x p symmetric matrix of small 
increments given to the elements of C = (or5). In the present quasi-independent 
case, it is enough to obtain the expansion of Pr{c$)(S,(C + e)-‘) $ ci}. To do so, 
we need to expand the integral representation of a hypergeometric function of 
IFl type having a constant times (I, + Z-k) as its argument with respect to 
elements of E. 
The upper percentage points of C,, can be obtained from the formula 
WC,, > c} = 1 - Pr{C,, < c} 
= 1 - P(c, c ,..., c). (1.5) 
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For large k, however, this requires much computation and in the case of depen- 
dent &‘s which we shall treat in Part II, the evaluation of P(c,..., c) is expected to 
be extremely complicated for a general k. As a preliminary work for the 
dependence case, a procedure of a so-called modified second approximation to 
the exact percentage point of CM, is discussed in the final section. 
2. MOTIVATION OF THE PROBLEM 
(i) Simultaneous Conjdence Bounds on Multiple Comparisons Among s Regression 
Matrices 
Let xtj), Y = l,..., Nj be a random sample of size Ni taken from thejth normal 
distribution N,[B(W), 4, (j = l,..., s), where B(j)‘s are p x h unknown 
regression matrices, z’s are known column vectors of h components, and C is 
a p x p unknown covariance matrix. Let Z(j) = [z:j),..., ~$1, which is h x Ni . 
For the simplicity we assume that the rank of Z(j) is h and Nj 3 p + h. 
Now let us consider a finite number of comparisons among double linear 
combinations of the same type of B(j), j = l,..., s, i.e., 
i dij(a’B(k), 
j=l 
(24 
for all a E R, , all c E Rh and all i = I,..., k, where dii’s are given constants and 
R, is the set of all nonzero, nonstochastic, and real vectors of p components. 
Siotani [12] has given a set of simultaneous confidence bounds on these com- 
parisons with a given coefficient 1 - OL (0 < 01 < 1) in the form, 
gI dij(a’aQ) - El’2 < iI d,j(a’BQ) < i dii(a’BQ) _ 13~2 (2.4 
j=l 
where 
E = (N - q) TMM(cY)(a’S,a) (2-3) 
with the following notations. 
N = Nl + *a* + N,, q = sh, X(j): p x Nj = [x,G’), xsf),..., x$ 
Aj: h x h = Z’j)Z’j)‘, 
a(i): p x h = (X(j)Z(j)‘)A;l, the ordinary maximum likelihood estimate of B(j), 
(N _ q)S, = i (X’j’x’j” _ $J’i)A$j’W), 
j=l 
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where S, is the within group covariance matrix which has the Wishart distribu- 
tion with 11 = N - q degrees of freedom and E(S,) = C and ~,,.&a) is the upper 
lOOor y0 point of the statistic. 
TMM = ,~~&[c~(v~v,-l)l (2.4) 
where V, = (N - q)S, and 
Since 
yci’:p x h = [&Jij(&I” -+‘)I [~ld&l]-l’z, i = l,...,k 
are matrices whose columns are independent normal vectors with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix C, Vi = Yci)Yci)’ are Wishart matrices and the statistic T,~,+, 
corresponds to C,, except a constant factor. However Vi’s in (2.5) are, in 
general, dependent of each other. If djj’s satisfy the conditions 
&$ dij ditjA;’ = 0 for all i # i’, i, i’ = l,..., k (2.6) 
then Yo) is independent of Yci’) and hence Vi is independent of Vi, . 
(ii) Simultaneous MANOVA Test 
Krishnaiah [4] has investigated the multivariate extensions of the simul- 
taneous ANOVA test discussed by Ramachandran [7] and Ghosh [l]. Suppose 
there are K hypotheses Hl ,..., Hk to be tested simultaneously and H = ni=, Hi 
for a matrix 8 of unknown parameters under the model; E(X) = A0, where X 
is an observation matrix and A is a known matrix. Let Si and S, be the covariance 
matrices due to hypothesis Hi (i = I,..., k) and due to error, respectively. Then 
simultaneous test procedure based on the largest characteristic root is to accept 
Hi if c$)(S&‘) < ci , (i = l,..., k) where ci’s (positive) are chosen so that 
Pr{c&)(S,S;‘) < Cl ,..., &@kS,l) < c / H} = 1 - a 1 k (2.7) 
for a given significance level OL (0 < OL < 1). For the simultaneous MANOVA 
test, see also Roy and Gnanadesikan [8]. 
6831412-3 
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3. OUTLINE OF THE PROCEDURE OF ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
Let us consider an asymptotic expansion of (1.2), i.e., Pr{c$(S,S;l) < ci , 
i = I,..., k}, where miSi N W,(mi , Z) and nSs - W&z, C). Since c$(S S;‘) are , 
invariant under nonsingular transformations: Si -+ ASA’ and S, -+ AS,+‘, 
where A is any nonsingular matrix of order p, we can assume without any loss of 
generality that C = I, . However in order to make use of previous results 
obtained by Siotani [l 11, the calculation will be carried out with C temporarily 
and then C will be replaced with I, in the final results. 
If n tends to infinity, c$(S&‘) will be distributed as c$‘(SiZ-‘) and 
lim Pr(cz(SiS;l) < ci , i = l,..., k} = Pr(c$(SiZ) < ci , i = I ,..., R). n+m (3.1) 
It is seen, from this fact, that the idea for the studentization due to Welch [13] 
and James [3] is applicable in order to obtain an asymptotic expansion of the 
probability in the left-hand side of (3.1) with respect to n-l, in which the first 
term will be the probability given in the right-hand side of (3.1). Using James’ 
formula ((5.16) in [3]), we have 
Pr{c$S,S;l) < ci , i = l,..., K) 
= [1+$ udqt a,, 4, + $ 4 1 =wr~St=u2) ars a,, aetu 1 
+;E: ~uT=st~yv~Wx ars a,, auw axv 1 + OF)] 
*Pr{c$(SiZ-l) < c , i = l,..., K), (3.2) 
where C stands for the summation with respect to subscripts in the summand, 
each of which runs independently over { 1,2,..., p} and a,, = (l/2)( I+ S,,) a/au,, , 
a,, being the Kronecker symbol. It is noted here that 
a,, a,, Pr{cj$(StC-‘) d ci , i = l,..., k} 
for example, stands for 
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To evaluate various derivatives contained in (3.2), we consider (1.4), i.e., 
J = Pr{c$(S,(C + e)-‘) < ci , i = 1 ,..., k} = fi Pr{c$(S@ + E)-‘) f  ci). 
i=l 
(3.3) 
Then we have by the Taylor expansion 
On the other hand, we evaluate right-hand side of (3.3) in the expanded form 
with respect to powers of cdj’s. After that, if we compare these two expansions 
term by term, then we obtain the derivatives and hence the desired probability 
integral from (3.2). Since Si , i = 1 ,..., k are assumed to be independent, it is 
enough to consider the expansion for 
for some i. 
Ji = Pr{cE(S@ + e)-‘) ,( q}, 
4. EXPANSION OF Pr{cM(S(C + s)-‘) < c) 
Without subscript i, let us consider the expansion of 
Ji = Pr(+,(S(C + s)-*) < c} (4.1) 
where mS is a Wishart matrix with m degrees of freedom and covariance matrix 
C. It is noted that J$ is not invariant under the transformation: S --+ C-1/2SC-1/2, 
which is the reason that we must put C = I, later. 
By substitution S = m-l(C + c)U, Ji in (4.1) can be immediately expressed 
as 
1 
” = 2*“12rp(m/2) 
1 I, + C-le Im/Py 1 u ~bw-l)/P 
0 
. exp{-$ tr(1, + Z--lc)U} dU. (4.2) 
Starting with this representation, we want to expand Ji in power series of cij’s, 
the elements of e. Since 
X-le = c d-% (4.3) 
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where Z,, = a,..$, we have 
1 I, + X-lo I@ = exp $- log I, + 2 E~~C-~Z,, / 1 
f  1 
= 1 + T-c l TS[YS] - + c %dW~ I 4 - ~[~~l[W 
i-+X E,,~~~c~~{~[Ys 1 tu 1 VW] - 6m[rs 1 tu][vw] 
+ m2[rs][tu][vw]> - & c E~~E~~E~~E~~{~~[Ys 1 tu j ~5’2~’ j ixy] 
-32m[rs 1 tu j vw][xy] - 12m[rs 1 tu][vw 1 xy] 
+ 12Yfqrs I tz+w][xy] - ??23[rs][tu][aw][xy]} + **-) (4.4) 
where 
and 
[ys] = tr X-‘C,, , [ys I tu] = tr Z-lZ,,C-lC,, , etc., (4.5) 
exp(-$ tr(Z-leU)> = exp I- i C cTS tr(X-lL,,U)/ 
-k 48 %-s~tu’vw(y~)(t~)(FwLI) 
+&J l ,,~tu~,w~5,(ys)(tu)(~w)(x~) - . . . . (4.6) 
where 
(ys) = tr(CFZ,,U). (4.7) 
Inserting these expansions (4.4) and (4.6) into (4.2), Ji can be written in the 
form 
Ji = ~on’clp g(U) 11 + c whs + c wtw4,,,tu + *** 1 dU (4.8) 
where 
1 
g(U) = 2”““/2~,(m/2) 1 U l(m--Y-1)/2 exp(-& tr U} (4.9) 
and 
4s = u/2)+4~~1 - (4>, (4.10) 
A r,v,tu = -(1/8){2m[ys / tu] - m”[rs][tu] + 2m[rs](tu) - (rs)(tu)}, (4.11) 
A rs,tu,vm = (1/48)(8m[rs j tu / VW] - 6m2[ys I tu][aw] + m3[~s][tu][vw] 
+ 3m(2[rs 1 tu] - m[rs][tu] + [rs](tu))(ow) - (rs)(tu)(vw)), (4.12) 
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A rs.tu.vw.xv = -(1/384){4Wys I tu I TJW Iv1 - 32m2b I tu I dbl 
- 12myrs 1 tu][ow 1 xy] + 12m3[rs / tU][zJW][Xy] 
- m4[rs][tu][ww][xy] + 4m(S[rs j tu 1 VW] - 6m[ys I tu][ww] 
+ m2[y~l[~~lbl)(~~) + 6m(2[ys I t4 - ~[4[4)(~w)(q~) 
+ 4~[yw)(~=%~Y) - (yew~&YN* (4.13) 
5. DERIVATIVES OF JOINT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF k LARGEST ROOTS 
Now let us return to the evaluation of various derivatives contained in (3.2). 
First of all, obtain an expansion of Jin (3.3) by calculating the product, J1J2 ,..., J& 
with the aid of the result (4.8) attached with subscripts or superscripts 
i = l,..., k to m, c, U and 4S.tU.... . It is noted that (YS) should now be written as 
(YS)< . Then J can be written for some permutation of subscripts YS, tu,... in the 
form 
To obtain the desired derivatives, we now need the comparison of (5.1) with 
(3.4). In doing so, however, we have to take account of the symmetry in sub- 
scripts YS, tu, etc. Let us define 
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where symbols &,,) stand for the summation over all permutations of j pairs 
of subscripts rs, tu, etc., of A$, “,... . We also define 
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(5.4) 
Then we obtain the desired derivatives by comparing (3.2) and the symmetrized 
expression of (5.1) in the following forms. 
ars atUPr{cc$S,Z-l) < ci , i = I,..., k} 
= 2 (fJ /omici’p) D$, I”I gi(Ui) fi dui 9 (5.5) 
i-l i=l 
ars atY saw I+{...} = 6 (&JO~icf”) DZ!t,,vw i EGJi) fi dUi 3 (5.6) 
i-1 i=l 
aTs a,, a,, azv I+(...} = 24 @ /o*‘dl’) &!tu.vw.m fi dW> fi dUi - (5.7) 
i-=1 i=l 
6. EVALUATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF P(cl ,..., ck) 
In order to obtain an asymptotic expansion of P(c, ,..., ck) up to the term of 
order n-s, the expression to be computed is now 
P(cl ,.*a, ‘k) = fi pr{c~(siz-l) < cj> + fx UurUst (5.5) 
i-l 
+ f f f 1 uw+st~uv (5.6) 
+;I %T~st~~o~wx (5.711 
+ O(f+) (6.1) 
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with elimination of Z by putting C = I, after the summations. The first term is 
just the product of K null-distribution functions of the largest characteristic 
roots, which are known and some approximate tables, e.g., [2] and [6] are 
available. It is noted that the first term can be also evaluated exactly using the 
expression in Krishnaiah and Chang [5]. 
6. I. Term of Order n-l 
We need to calculate 
It is very helpful for this calculation to refer the Tables in Appendices 1 and 2 of 
Part I of author’s mimeograph [ll] which contains a considerably complete list 
of terms contained in B&, ... and of results of the summations of these terms 
with respect to u,.~‘s. Then we have 
(i) 
1 ~u,~stBm,t, = -* 1 u,,u,t{2mi[rs 1 tu] - miz[rs][ti4] 
+ mi[blWi + P4(41 - (~W@. (6.3) 
Since, with the aid of Appendix 2 of [15], we have 
c %P& I 4 = iP(P + 113 
c %P&lP4 = A 
c %,~,,[~~l(~~)i = c u.,+~,~[tu](n)~ = tr Ui , 
1 ~~~~~,(rs)~(tu)~ = $(tr Vi2 + tr C-WiZUi} = tr Ui2, (by putting C = I,), 
(6.3) is calculated as 
c uZ1,.uStBFj,tU = -&{m,p(p + 1 - mi) + 2m, tr Ui - tr Ui2}. (6.4) 
Similarly 
c uu,ustB&$ = $(mimjp - mi tr Uj - m, tr Ui + tr U,Uj}* (6.5) 
In (6.4) and (6.5), we have eliminated C by putting Z = I, and this will be done 
in the sequel without notice. 
Now then, from (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5), we have the term of order n-l in the 
following form. 
c UuPst (5.5) = - t [mp(p + 1) fi P,(ci) + m2H(2; cl ,..., G)], (6.6) 
i=l 
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where m = m, + ... + mk, w = U, + ... + uk, 
Pi(Ci) = Jom’ci” g,(U,) dUi = Pr{c$(SJ < ci 1 C = Ip} (6.7) 
6.2. Term of Order n-2 
By the similar calculation, we have 
and 
w 
= f {m,p( p2 + 3p + 4) - 3mi2p(p + 1) + mi3p 
+ 3m,(p + 1 - mi) tr Uf + 3mi tr Ui2 - tr Ut3}, 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
C w,t~u,B%'t%w 
= - A (mimjp(p + 1 - mt) + 2mimj tr Ui 
- m,(p + 1 - mi) tr Uj - mj tr Ui2 - 2mi tr UiUj + tr Ui”Uj} 
(6.11) 
(h i.d 
C ~,,~,t~&:tu,vw 
= f{ mhmimjp - mhmi tr uj - mpj tr uh --‘mhmj tr ui 
+ m,, tr uiuj f mi tr uhuj + mj tr uj&ui - tr uhuiuj>* (6.12) 
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Combining these results, the first term in the brackets of the term of order n-a 
in (6.1) can be expressed in the following form. 
c ~w~st~t,u (5.6) = f P(P” + 3p + 4) fi P&i) 
i-l 
- 3(p + 1) mH(1; cr ,..., cn) + m2H(3; cl ,..., ck) 1 . (6.13) 
Although much labor is needed, the similar calculation gives us the second 
term of order n-2 in (6.1) as 
c %T~ct~w”wx (5.7) 
=-- ;“6 
[ 
{4ti2p2 + 5P + 5) - mP(P + l)(P2 + P + 4)) fi pi(ci) 
i-l 
- 16nt(p + 1) H(1; cr ,..., 4 + 2m2(p2 + P + 4) H(2; Cl ,***, Ck) 
- m3H(2, 2; cl ,..., q.) 1 (6.14) 
where 
H(r, s; cl ,..., cd 
(6.15) 
6.3. Final form of the Expansion up to the Term of Order n-2 
From (6.1), (6.6), (6.13) and (6.14), we can obtain an asymptotic expansion of 
Wl ,.a*, ck) up to the term of order n-2 in the form 
Wl ,*-*, CJ = fil Pi(cJ - t 
[ 
P(p + 1) fi Pi(ci) + mH(2; ~1 s.**, c,)] 
i-l 
+ & [{-4~(2~2 + 3~ - 1) + 3mP(P + I)(P~ + P + 4)) 
x fi Pi(ci) - 6m2(p2 + p + 4) H(2; cl ,..., ck) 
i-l 
+ 16m2H(3; cl ,..., c,J + 3msH(2, 2; cl ,..., ck) 1 + O(r3). 
(6.16) 
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7. THE MODIFIED SECOND APPROXIMATION TO THE UPPER 
PERCENTAGE POINTS OF CM, 
As stated in Section 1, the upper percentage points of 
C MM = l~~~k[c~(sis,l)] 
can be calculated based on the formula (1.1). As a practical procedure of less 
computation but with sufficient accuracy, we consider, in this section, the 
so-called modified second-approximation procedure for them. This is based on 
the following inclusion-exclusion formula 
WC,, > c> = $ Pr{cg(S,S;r) > C> 
i=l 
- C Pr{c$(SiS;r) > c, cE(SjS;l) > c} + . . . 
i<j 
(7.1) 
For a given 01 (0 < OL < l), the first approximation to the exact value of the 
upper lOOor oh point, CMM(~) of CM, is given by C,(U) satisfying 
a = $Pr{c$(S&l) > C,(a)} (7.2) 
or 
a/k = Pr{c$(S&‘) > Cr(Or)} (7.2)’ 
when m, = ... = mk (3 m,, , say). By Bonferroni’s inequalities, we have, for 
this first approximation Cr(o~), 
where 
01 - &b; p, ml ,..., mk, 4 < Pr{CMM > Cd41 < a, (7.3) 
pita; p, ml 9”ep mk 9 n) = C Pr{c$SiS;l) > C,(U), 
i<j 
or 
C$(SjS,l) > C,(a)>, 
(7.4) 
&(Or;p, ml - mk, 4 = P&G P, m,, 4 
= (k(k - 1)/2) Pr{cg(S,S;l) > Cr(o~), cg(S,S;‘) > C,(a)}, 
(7.4)’ 
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when ml = ... = mk = m, (and the dependency between any two Si and Sj is 
constant). Then the modified second-approximation to CMM(a) is given by 
C,*(a) obtained by solving the equation 
O1 + Pl(a;py ml ,..., mk, rz) = f Pr{c$(S&l) > Ca*(o~)} (7.5) 
i=l 
or 
01 + p,(a;p, m, , n) = k . Pr(cE(S&l) > C,*(a)}. (7.5)’ 
According to the author’s several experiences, this procedure gives us pretty 
good estimates of C,,(a) for 01 = 0.05, 0.01 and at least for not large p (see 
e.g., [9, lo]). The right side of (7.5) can be evaluated exactly by using the results 
of Krishnaiah and Chang [5]. 
In this procedure, main work is to evaluate &(a;~, m, ,..., m, , n) or 
~%(a; P, m. , n) which is the sum of probabilities of the joint event; 
CfpiS,‘) > c and C$(SjS,l) > c. 
These probabilities can be evaluated approximately according to the formula 
(6.16) for K = 1, K = 2. 
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